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Fantastic Poetry Collections

I Am the Seed That Grew the Tree

A Poem for Every Day of the Year 
Illustrated by Frann Preston-Gannon, Selected by Fiona Waters

My idea was to make a book as rich as
the one I loved so much as a child, but to
make something that was more beautiful
and easier to find your way into. 

And I wanted, too, to make a book that
helped you to pause and see the natural
world around you. 

Firecrackers by Zaro Weil

101 poems, rhymes, raps, haikus, ballads, fairy tales and tall tales
make a foot-stomping gathering of exuberant and curiously 
conjured words, aimed at anyone over seven years old. 

Illustrated throughout with more than 150 
evocative line drawings and ink washes. 

Format:    244 x 200mm, 
                 Hardback
Extent:      240pp
ISBN:        9781909991781
Full price: £15.99 

Format:    365 x 240mm, 
                 Hardback
Extent:      336pp
ISBN:        9780857637703
Full price: £25.00 

”
“

A richly illustrated, clothbound 

collection of nature poems

I Am the Seed That Grew the Tree is a lavishly illustrated 
collection of 366 nature poems – one for every day of the year.
Filled with familiar favourites and new discoveries, with poems
by John Agard, William Blake, Emily Dickinson, Carol Ann
Duffy, Robert Frost, Christina Rossetti, William Shakespeare,
Thomas Hardy
and many 
more. 

A beautiful way
to enjoy great
poetry.

10%
OFF

Kate Wilson, 
Managing Director, Nosy Crow 

SPECIAL PRICEBuy both books for£32.80 and save 
20%

10%
OFF

Free teaching
resources are 
available for this title.

\



Overheard in a Tower Block

by Joseph Coelho 

Powerful and moving poems,
about the life of the main
character, as he grows from
young boy through adolescence
to adulthood. 

Moonrise

by Sarah Crossan

A personal and emotional
verse narrative, from the 
viewpoint of a young man
whose brother is on death 
row in Texas. 

Where Zebras Go

by Sue Hardy-Dawson

Magical journeys and 
wonderful images – across the
savannah and into fairytale
realms. Poems that make us
laugh, cry, wonder and dream.

Rising Stars: 

New Young Voices 

in Poetry
Five emerging writer-performers
are showcased in this book,
which is a blend of anthology
and individual collections.
With poems by Ruth Awolola,
Victoria Adukwei Bulley, 
Abigail Cook, Jay Hulme and
Amina Jama.
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Book Banded Collections 2018 CLiPPA Poetry Prize Winners

Ages:        8 - 14 years 
ISBN:        9781444932607
Full price: £6.99 

The Rainmaker Danced

by John Agard

A wonderful anthology of
poems, never talking down to
children, encouraging them to
question, whilst being playful
in tone. With bold illustrations. 

Ages:        13+ years
ISBN:        9781408867815
Full price: £7.99 

Ages:        10 - 14 years
ISBN:        9781910959589
Full price: £6.99 

Ages:        7 - 11 years
ISBN:        9781910959312
Full price: £6.99

Ages:        10 - 14 years
ISBN:        9780995488540
Full price: £5.99 

Ages:        10 - 14 years
ISBN:        9781910959374
Full price: £6.99 

The CLiPPA (Centre for Literacy in Primary Poetry Award) is the only award celebrating
outstanding poetry published for children. These are great books to support poetry in
the classroom.

Shortlisted

2018 Winner Highly commended

Rhythm 

and Poetry
by Karl Nova

The first published 
collection from Hip Hop
poet Karl Nova has a 
refreshing directness,
honesty and authenticity. 

Notes accompanying
the poems give insights
into his process.

A worthy CLiPPA 
winner for 2018. 

10% off
all books on

this page
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CLiPPA Past Winners

Ages:        10 - 14 years
ISBN:        9780571337309
Full price: £10.99 

New & Collected

Poems for Children

by Carol Ann Duffy

2010 Winner

A stunning collection, 
bubbling with wit, humour
and intelligence.

Moon Juice
by Kate Wakeling 

2017 CLiPPA Winner 

Beautifully written poems,
short enough to hold the 
attention of young ones, this
thoughtful collection 
addresses issues such as peer
pressure and anxiety in 
childhood. 

Ages:        2 - 5 years
ISBN:        9781406373462
Full price: £10.99 

Ages:        8 - 12 years
ISBN:        9781847801678
Full price: £6.99

Ages:        8 - 12 years
ISBN:        9781910139493
Full price: £8.50 

Ages:        13+
ISBN:        9781408827215
Full price: £7.99

Ages:        7 - 12 years 
ISBN:        9781847804525
Full price: £7.99 

The Language of Cat

by Rachel Rooney

2012 Winner

Playful poems capturing
shifts of thought and feeling
that young readers will 
recognise. 

ONE 

by Sarah Crossan

2016 Joint Winner

Moving and beautifully crafted,
this free-verse novel explores
identity, love, and the close
bond between sisters. 

A Great Big Cuddle

by Michael Rosen

2016 Joint Winner

These poems fizz with energy
and laughter, and capture
what it is like to be very
young.

Werewolf Club Rules

by Joseph Coelho

2015 Winner

Find out the rules of Werewolf
Club, how to look like a rainbow
and how to fold up your gran!
An exciting debut collection.

Ages:        5 - 11 years
ISBN:        9781406334487
Full price: £6.99 

Under the Moon 

& Over the Sea

2003 Winner

A wonderful anthology of
poems conjuring up the
sights, sounds, tastes and
tales from the Caribbean. 

2017 Winner

A selection of past winners of the
CLiPPA and CLPE poetry awards.

Joint Winner Joint Winner

10% off
all books on 

this page
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Book Banded Collections Funny Poems

Ages:        7 - 11 years
ISBN:        9781909991644
Full price: £6.99 

Eggs With Legs 

by John Foster

Light-hearted, nonsensical
and humorous poems 
celebrating the bizzare 
and the ridiculous. From 
a best-selling poet. 

Zim Zam Zoom!

by James Carter  

A collection of poems especially
written for performance. 
Delightfully illustrated, this
is a brilliant introduction to
poetry for young children.

Little Lemur Laughing  

by Joshua Seigal

Packed full of silly and 
downright hilarious poems
(with a few serious ones
mixed in). Perfect for anyone
who needs a giggle.

Ages:        7 - 11 years
ISBN:        9781910959565
Full price: £6.99 

Ages:        6 - 11 years
ISBN:        9781909991583
Full price: £6.99 

Ages:        5 - 7 years 
ISBN:        9781472930040
Full price: £5.99 

Ages:        5 - 7 years
ISBN:        9781910959053
Full price: £6.99 

Ages:        7 - 11 years
ISBN:        9781472955487
Full price: £5.99

Ages:        7 - 11 years 
ISBN:        9781909991286
Full price: £6.99 

10% off
all books on these pages

Bees in my Bananas 

by Neal Zetter

Hilarious poems on important
topics such as chocoholics,
sumo wrestlers, sneezing, 
custard, puddles, itches and 
exploding underwear.

Dinosaurs and Dinner

-Ladies by John Dougherty

A funny and brilliant debut
collection from the 
author of the bestselling
Stinkbomb books.

I Bet I Can Make You

Laugh by Joshua Seigal 

A brilliant anthology featuring
a diverse range of contributors
and some brand new poems
from editor Joshua Seigal. 
Perfect if you need a giggle.

It’s Not Fine to Sit on a

Porcupine by Neal Zetter 

Poems about a bored superhero,
an angry shopping trolley, and
the world’s worst toilet. Perfect
for KS2 class use.

There is nothing quite like humour to get even the most reluctant poetry reader engaged and laughing.
Ranging from the clever and witty to the downright silly, the poems in these collections are usually best
enjoyed by reading them aloud.
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Book Banded Collections Themed Poems

Ages:        6 - 14 years
ISBN:        9781841678740
Full price:  £5.99 

Football Crazy 

by Tony Norman  

A short selection of poems,
raps and beats about the
game of football. With 
fantastic full-colour photos.

The Waggiest Tails

by Brian Moses & Roger Stevens  

A selection of poems about
dogs, all (so it says) written
by dogs – with help of the
two poets. A funny, perceptive
and sometimes moving dog’s
view of life. 

Adder, Bluebell, Lobster

by Chrissie Gittins

From Adder to Wren, forty
fantastic poems celebrate
forty amazing animals, birds
and plants and their beautiful
names. This is nature close
up, exciting – and WILD.

Fantastic Football

Poems Editor: John Foster 
Poems by a range of authors
about all kinds of football
matches – including football
on the moon and the goalie
with expanding hands. 
Guaranteed to delight. 

Ages:        7 - 9 years
ISBN:        9781910959893
Full price: £6.99 

Ages:        6 - 11 years
ISBN:        9781909991828
Full price: £7.99 

Ages:        6 - 9 years
ISBN:        9780192767479
Full price: £6.99 

Ages:        7 - 12 years
ISBN:        9781910959558
Full price: £6.99 

Ages:        8 - 13 years
ISBN:        9781909991460
Full price: £6.99 

Ages:        7 - 9 years
ISBN:        9781909991453
Full price: £7.99 

Me and My Alien Friend

by Ed Boxall 

Ed Boxall's first full-length
collection of children's poetry.
An acclaimed illustrator, Ed
also provides perfect 
accompanying illustrations. 

Here Come the Super-

heroes by Neal Zetter  

A romping witty collection of
poems from an acclaimed 
performance poet. Humorous,
anarchic and brilliant rhyme,
rap and language.

Yuck and Yum 

by Joshua Seigal & Neal Zetter

A feast of funny poems about
foods that you might like – and
some that you will hate – from
two celebrated performance
poets. All in one bumper 
collection.

Another great way to discover new poetry is by way of themes. Each of these books offers a range of
poems all exploring a particular theme, whether it be funny poems about food, poems about amazing
animals, birds and plants, or even poems written by dogs!

Disgusting Poems

compiled by Paul Cookson 

A ‘disgusting’ themed anthology
of poems from a variety of 
authors. Poems previously 
published elsewhere have been
updated for this book. There’ll
be a queue to read this one!
Ages:        7 - 9 years
ISBN:        9781407158839
Full price: £5.99 



George Szirtes

Originally from Hungary,
this CLiPPA-winning
poet uses simple
language to encourage
children to think 
differently about the
world. His poems for
children have a glorious
imaginative range.

I Thought I Heard a Tree Sneeze 

Ages: 6 - 12 years 
ISBN: 9781909991743
Full price: £7.99 
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Favourite Children’s Poets

The Song of the Dodo

Ages: 5 - 8 years 
ISBN: 9781909991750
Full price: £7.99 

Hilda Offen

Hilda Offen’s delightful
rhymes moves easily from
imaginative to thoughtful
to fun. She has been 
shortlisted for the CLiPPA
and the Roald Dahl Funny
Prize, and has won the
Smarties Prize.

Message From The Moon

Ages: 5 - 8 years 
ISBN: 9781909991439
Full price: £6.99 

Blue Balloons & Rabbits Ears

Ages: 5 - 8 years 
ISBN: 9781909991033
Full price: £5.99 

Brian Moses

The Monster Sale

Ages: 6 - 10 years 
ISBN: 9781847803665
Full price: £6.99 

How to be a Tiger

Ages: 5 - 8 years 
ISBN: 9781910959206
Full price: £6.99 

Brian Moses’ poetry is
often fantastical, but 
always witty. It has seen
him named ‘one of Britain’s
favourite children’s poets’
(The Poetry Archive). 

The Budgie Likes To Boogie!

Ages: 6 - 11 years 
ISBN: 9780955971198
Full price: £5.99 

A selection of books from some of the
best and most popular children’s poets
currently writing. All are suitable for
primary age.

10% off
all books on 
these pages

Michael Rosen and Roger McGough

Michael Rosen needs no introduction. He’s a hugely
popular (and best-selling) author and poet and is 
always guaranteed to engage and amuse with his 
writing.

Roger McGough is an award-winning poet, 
playwright, broadcaster and children's author. 
He writes for both adults and children, and is 
well-known for his direct, witty style.

Jelly Boots, Smelly Boots

Ages: 7 - 11 years 
ISBN: 9781408873441
Full price: £10.99 

You Tell Me

Ages: 7 - 11 years 
ISBN: 9781847804440
Full price: £6.99 



Rachel Rooney’s 
poems showcase an 
inventiveness and a 
mind for clever word 
play that has won her 
a CLiPPA. 

Rachel Rooney

Once described as the
Spike Milligan of our
time, John Hegley’s
poems are hilarious,
chaotic, surreal, sharp
and silly – but they often
reveal great depth and
poignancy. And not all of
them are about potatoes.

John HegleyBenjamin

Zephaniah
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Favourite Children’s Poets

The World’s Greatest Space Cadet

Ages: 7 - 11 years 
ISBN: 9781472929464
Full price: £5.99 

James Carter

James Carter uses poetry to
push the boundaries of 
language – but it’s always done
with plenty of humour. ‘Once
Upon a Star’ blends the worlds 
of poetry and science 
beautifully. 

J is for Jamaica

Ages: 4 - 7 years 
ISBN: 9781845076092
Full price: £6.99 

Once Upon a Star

Ages: 7 - 11 years 
ISBN: 9781848576544
Full price: £11.99 

Chicken on the Roof

Ages: 7 + years 
ISBN: 9781910959909
Full price: £6.99 

Matt Goodfellow

A master of infusing 
imagination and energy
into short lines, Matt 
Goodfellow’s poems relish
the everyday and the 
ridiculous. 

Carry Me Away

Ages: 7 - 12 years 
ISBN: 9781785892608
Full price: £6.99 

I am a Poetato

Ages: 8 - 12 years 
ISBN: 9781847806000
Full price: £8.99 

How to be a Tiger

Ages: 8 - 12 years 
ISBN: 9781847804822
Full price: £6.99 

Joshua Seigal is loved for
his comical poems that
are sure to convince any 
sceptic of the fun of 
poetry. He regularly 
performs his poems and
runs workshops in schools
around the country.

Joshua Seigal

Benjamin Zephaniah’s 
innovative poems 
celebrate diversity and 
different cultures through
his distinctive ‘dub 
poetry’ style.

Ages: 9 - 11 years 
ISBN: 9781472930033
Full price: £5.99 

I Don’t Like Poetry



This quick-to-read book is the essential guide for 
teaching reading to children in schools and at home. 

Packed with fresh ideas and perspectives to tackle age-old topics, this
book avoids ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ fashions. Not just a guide but a
toolkit as well; with practical activities,
games and activities to build 
phonological awareness, turn decoders
into readers, overcome reluctance to
read and help strugglers.

Unlocking the Reader is a compulsory text for
the Reading topic in the TES online English 
Subject Knowledge Enhancement (SKE) courses.

Professional Development for Teachers

ISBN:        9781841679693
Full price: £22.50 

Unlocking the Poet in Every Child by David Orme 

Unlocking the Reader 

in Every Child by Susan Elkin 

ISBN:        9781841679709
Full price: £22.50 

Dragon Books Ltd., Unit 7, Brocklands Farm, West Meon, Hampshire GU32 1JN
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The definitive book for teaching 

and supporting poetry in the classroom

This unique book provides a comprehensive set of activities 
and resources for teaching poetry. It includes:

l strategies for teaching poetry, covering reading, listening
and performing, writing and poetry assessment.

l over 60 differentiated poetry activity ideas, each supported
by a poetry text (written by the author) to support the 
activity.

l an anthology of 30+ poems, organised by type of poem
rather than by subject, to support poetry in the classroom.

This is a ‘must-have’ book to support the teaching of poetry –
and to turbocharge all aspects of literacy in the classroom.

SPECIAL PRICE 

Buy both books for 

£36.00
and save 20%

10%
OFF

10%
OFF


